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The vascular supply to layers and columns was compared in
macaque primary visual cortex (V1) by labeling red blood cells via
their endogenous peroxidase activity. Alternate sections were pro-
cessed for cytochrome oxidase to reveal “patches” or “blobs,”
which anchor the interdigitated column systems of striate cortex.
More densely populated cell layers received the most profuse blood
supply. In the superficial layers the blood supply was organized into
microvascular lobules, consisting of a central venule surrounded by
arterioles. Each vessel was identified as an arteriole or venule by
matching it with the penetration site where it entered the cortex from
a parent arteriole or venule in the pial circulation. Although micro-
vascular lobules and cytochrome oxidase patches had a similar peri-
odicity, they bore no mutual relationship. The size and density of
penetrating arterioles and venules did not differ between patches and
interpatches. The red blood cell labeling in patches and interpatches
was equal. Moreover, patches and interpatches were supplied by an
anastomotic pial arteriole system, with no segregation of blood supply
to the two compartments. Often a focal constriction was present
at the origin of pial arterial branches, indicating that local control of
cortical perfusion may be accomplished by vascular sphincters.
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microvascular lobule, microvascular sphincter

Introduction

Although it weighs only a few pounds, the human brain con-
sumes ∼20% of the heart’s output (Lawrence 1819; Kety 1948).
Given its voracious demand for energy, one would expect the
brain to have a vascular supply coupled precisely to the activity
of its neurons. In the cerebral cortex, neurons are assembled
into a functional architecture comprised of horizontal layers
and vertical columns (Hubel and Wiesel 1977; Mountcastle
1997). The main goal of this study was to compare how the
cortex’s vascular supply is organized to satisfy the metabolic
requirements of neurons in layers and columns.

The primary visual cortex (striate cortex, V1) has a particu-
larly elaborate functional architecture, with multiple, interdigi-
tated column systems serving different receptive field
properties, such as ocular dominance, orientation, and spatial
frequency (Hubel and Wiesel 1969; Hubel et al. 1978; Tootell
et al. 1981; Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1991; LeVay and Nelson
1991; Hübener et al. 1997; Issa et al. 2000; Swindale et al.
2000; Ts’o et al. 2009). A striking example of its modular archi-
tecture has been revealed in tangential sections processed for
cytochrome oxidase (CO) (Wong-Riley 1979). The mitochon-
drial enzyme forms a regular array of columns, each a vertical
cylinder of constant size extending through all layers except 4a
and 4c (Horton and Hubel 1981). Known as CO “patches” or
“blobs,” these structures fit into precise register with other
column systems, such as those representing ocular dominance.

In striate cortex, energy utilization reflected by CO levels is
known to be correlated with neuronal spike rates (DeYoe et al.
1995). Recordings from implanted multielectrode arrays have
shown that cells within CO patches have a 49% higher mean
rate of spike discharge compared with cells located in inter-
patches (Economides et al. 2011). It has remained controver-
sial, however, whether CO patches have a richer blood supply
than surrounding cortex, in order to meet their cells’ greater
energy requirements (Zheng et al. 1991; Keller et al. 2011).

This issue is related closely to the broader question of
whether the microvascular supply of the cerebral cortex is or-
ganized in coordination with its columnar architecture (Harel
et al. 2010). In humans the ocular dominance columns in V1
are relatively large and can be mapped readily using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Cheng et al. 2001).
Mapping the orientation columns is more difficult (Sun et al.
2013). Kamitani and Tong (2005) found that when subjects
viewed gratings at 8 possible orientations, one could deter-
mine which orientation was being displayed by analyzing the
pattern of fMRI activity in striate cortex, even at a spatial reso-
lution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm. This finding is surprising, when one
considers that human orientation columns are probably much
smaller than voxels of that size. One would expect the signal
generated by orientation columns corresponding to the stimu-
lus to be swamped by the global cortical response (Logothetis
and Wandell 2004). To explain this result, Gardner (2010) has
proposed that functional vascular units might be arranged in a
special fashion with respect to columnar maps. For example,
regions of striate cortex favoring a given orientation might be
perfused by penetrating arterioles all derived from the same
parent artery as it meanders across the pial surface. If so, weak
fMRI signals would be detectable by changes occurring in
blood oxygenation levels in an ensemble of vessels supplying
columns of the same orientation over a wide region of cortex.
To address this matter, at least indirectly, we examined
whether CO patches and interpatches are supplied by the
same or different pial arterial circulations.

Materials and Methods
Experiments were conducted in 2 Rhesus monkeys obtained from the
California National Primate Research Center, Davis, CA. Monkey 1 was
a 1-year-old female and Monkey 2 was a 12-year-old female. The
animals were used for unrelated experiments by other investigators
who donated the brains to our laboratory. Procedures were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University
of California, Davis.

Each animal was placed under general anesthesia with ketamine
HCl (20 mg/kg, i.m.) and killed with an intravenous injection of pento-
barbital (150 mg/kg). The volume of pentobarbital solution required
to produce rapid cardiac arrest was only 0.5 mL for Monkey 1 and 2.0
mL for Monkey 2. Therefore, intravenous euthanasia did not dilute red
blood cells in the cerebral circulation. After death, 3 h were allowed to
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elapse for intravascular coagulation of red cells. The brain was then ex-
tracted in an unperfused, unfixed condition. The operculum was
removed from each occipital lobe by slipping a spatula into the calcar-
ine fissure and slicing horizontally. The opercular blocks, measuring
∼25 × 25 mm with a thickness of 4 mm, were placed into 2% parafor-
maldehyde with 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution
(PBS), pH 7.4, and left for 2 days at room temperature. To avoid
squeezing red blood cells out of the tissue, the blocks were not flat-
mounted or placed under weights. After they had sunk, tangential sec-
tions were prepared on a freezing microtome. The first section was cut
at 150 μm and processed for endogenous peroxidase activity to visual-
ize the arterial and venous pial vascular systems. Thereafter, alternat-
ing sections were cut either for CO (30 μm) or endogenous peroxidase
activity (150 μm). Peroxidase sections were collected in 0.1 M PBS
whereas CO sections were slide-mounted immediately and air dried.

To label endogenous peroxidase activity in red cells, free-floating 150
μm sections were incubated in 3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride
hydrate (DAB) (0.5 mg/ml) dissolved in 0.1 M PBS. After 25 min the sec-
tions were transferred to a solution containing the same concentration of
DAB with 0.01% H2O2. After reacting for 15 min, the sections were
rinsed in PBS and mounted on slides. The other set of sections was pro-
cessed for CO activity as described previously (Sincich andHorton 2005).

There were 2 key elements to our approach. First, to assess the
blood supply of the cortex, the brain was not perfused. Instead, ery-
throcytes were labeled by relying upon their endogenous peroxidase
activity to catalyze the oxidation of DAB (Kapralov et al. 2009). The re-
sulting reaction product reflected the distribution of red cells within
the brain parenchyma at the time of death. This method gives similar
results to those acquired by perfusing postmortem with india ink,
gelatin, latex, or methyl methacrylate resins to fill the vascular system
(Duvernoy et al. 1981). Second, we identified the circular profiles of
blood vessels in tangential sections as arterioles or venules by match-
ing each one to its vessel of origin running along the pial surface. This
overcame a major obstacle, namely, that one cannot easily differentiate
arterioles from venules within a tissue section of cerebral cortex pro-
cessed using standard histological stains. Recently, a number of specif-
ic labels have been proposed to distinguish arterioles from venules
(dela Paz and D’Amore 2009; Atkins et al. 2011; Marcelo et al. 2013).
For example, Alexa Fluor 633 labels cortical arterioles by binding to
elastin (Shen et al. 2012). However, no easy marker is available yet for
veins. Fortunately, the arteries and veins running along the pial surface
are easy to tell apart. Therefore, when cutting the tissue block on the
microtome the first section containing the pial vascular system was
carefully preserved. This section was examined at 200× in a Zeiss Ax-
ioskop and the arterial and venous vascular systems were drawn with
the aid of a camera lucida attachment. The site where each daughter
vessel issued from a parent pial vessel and penetrated the cortex was
identified and matched to a corresponding blood vessel in the next
tissue section. Each vessel was then traced serially from section to
section to identify each major circular profile in layer 3 as either an ar-
teriole or venule. Other laboratories have used the surface pial vascula-
ture in a similar fashion to align optical images of intrinsic signals with
the blood vessels in tangential sections of primary visual cortex
(Yoshioka et al. 1996; Xu et al. 2004; Lu and Roe 2008; Valverde Sal-
zmann et al. 2012).

Digital photographs were taken with a SPOT RT color CCD camera
(Diagnostic Instruments) mounted on an Olympus SZH10 microscope
or a Zeiss Axioskop microscope. To define the patches, images were
imported into PhotoShop CS6 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). The
holes from blood vessels were filled in with pixels of the local mean
grayscale value using the “dust and scratches” filter tuned to the largest
vessel diameter. This step prevented dark or bright pixels correspond-
ing to blood vessels from influencing the division of CO into different
zones based on staining intensity. Dark pixels were present if blood
clot remained in the blood vessel. Bright pixels were present if blood
had washed out of the vessel lumen, leaving it empty. This occurred
frequently in the CO sections, owing to the fact that they were relatively
thin and immersed in liquid for∼ 12 h during the CO reaction.

To compensate for unevenness in CO density due to fluctuation in
section depth between layer 2 (lighter CO) and layer 3 (darker CO), a
region-by-region normalization of image contrast was performed using

MATLAB’s (MathWorks, Natick, MA) Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histo-
gram Equalization function (“adapthisteq”), available in the image
analysis toolbox. This step is important, because otherwise image thres-
holding will produce smaller patches in layer 2 than in layer 3. The oper-
ation divides the image into tiles and matches the histograms of pixel
values. Neighboring tiles are then recombined using bilinear interpol-
ation to eliminate their boundaries. The resulting imagewas blurred with
a Gaussian filter (σ = 20 μm) to smooth luminance borders. Isodensity
contours were placed on the image to divide it into 6 zones of equal
area. The darkest 2 zones enclosed by isodensity contours, correspond-
ing to 33% of the surface area, were defined as CO patches (Purves and
LaMantia 1993; Farias et al. 1997; Sincich and Horton 2005).

Contours representing the CO patches were superimposed on an
image of an adjacent DAB-processed section. Precise alignment was
achieved by matching the blood vessels in the adjacent CO and DAB
sections. A rigid size transformation (∼4%) was applied to the DAB
section to compensate for slight shrinkage that occurred during histo-
logical processing. The number of arterioles and venules in the DAB
section located in patches versus interpatches was counted. A chi-
square (χ²) test was used to determine if the vessel distribution differed
significantly from a random distribution.

The total red blood cell content of patches versus interpatches was
compared. The grayscale density values of the pixels comprising the
DAB image ranged from 0 (black) to 255 (white). These values were
summed separately for all pixels located within patches and inter-
patches. The absolute numbers were arbitrary, because they depended
on image resolution, brightness, and contrast. However, their ratio
reflected faithfully the proportion of red blood cells in patches versus
interpatches.

Blood vessel diameters were measured in DAB-stained sections by
fitting an ellipse to the border of each lumen. The minor axis was taken
as the vessel diameter, to account for the fact that the plane of tangential
section was sometimes slightly oblique with respect to the vessel lumen
(Keller et al. 2011). Identification of blood vessels as arterioles or
venules, plotting of their location, and measurement of their diameter
were all performed in DAB-processed sections by an investigator blind
to the location of the CO patches. After these steps were performed, com-
parison was madewith the patches in adjacent CO-processed sections.

Results

Laminar Perfusion of the Cortex
In animals that have undergone cardiac perfusion with fixative
solutions the cortex is virtually transparent in DAB-processed
sections, except for the occasional stray red blood cell. In con-
trast, the cortex stains darkly in unperfused animals. The perox-
idase labeling represents the combined red cell load in
arterioles, capillaries, and venules. In the primary visual cortex,
the strongest peroxidase signal was present in layers 6 and 4c
(Fig. 1). In contrast, labeling was weak in layers 5 and 4b, and
nearly absent in layer 1. Layer 2/3 showed an intermediate level
of peroxidase staining. Layer 4a, a 50 μm leaflet of cortex sand-
wiched between layers 4b and 3, had no recognizable counter-
part in sections reacted for peroxidase activity. Furthermore, no
distinction could be made between the red blood cell signal in
layer 4cβ (parvocellular) versus layer 4cα (magnocellular).
These 2 exceptions aside, the distribution of red blood cells
matched the density of neurons in the horizontal layers of the
cortex. This finding implies that the blood supply to the cortex
is coupled tightly to the metabolic demands of the neurons
populating each layer (Weber et al. 2008).

Microvascular Lobules of the Cortex
In sections cut tangentially to the pial surface, large clot-filled
blood vessels were visible to the naked eye in layer 2/3
(Fig. 2). Each vessel was surrounded by a dark halo of
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peroxidase staining, giving the cortex a patchy appearance.
Where the section passed into layer 4, large blood vessels
became sparse and red blood cells were distributed more
homogenously in the tissue. In layers 5 and 6 there also were
few large blood vessel profiles, because only a minority of
vessels descending from the pial surface reaches the infragra-
nular cortex (Duvernoy et al. 1981).

At higher magnification, the largest penetrating blood
vessels gave rise to small horizontal branches that bifurcated
successively into the adjacent cortical tissue (Fig. 3a, 4a).
There was a blush of peroxidase staining around each large
vessel, owing to a lacy network of fine capillaries. Each large
vessel was situated at the center of a ring consisting of more
numerous, smaller vessels. The smaller vessels were each
surrounded by a clear zone where capillaries were absent.

On the pial surface, the arterial and venous circulations
could be differentiated by inspection (Fig. 3b). The arteries
were densely packed with clotted blood, and hence appeared
nearly black against the underlying neuropil. They had re-
latively thick walls, compared with their lumen diameters.
The arteries formed a continuous vascular network over the
pial surface. Therefore, once a main arterial trunk was identi-
fied, one could trace systematically the whole arterial plexus
because the system was interconnected (Fig. 3c).

The pial veins were usually larger in diameter than the arter-
ies, but they had thinner walls. They were often filled incom-
pletely with erythrocytes and partially collapsed, presumably
because blood drained into the dural venous sinuses at death.
This made them appear more faintly labeled in comparison to
the pial arteries (Fig. 3b). In regions where they were only par-
tially filled, one could still follow their course across labeling
gaps because of endogenous peroxidase activity in red blood
cells clinging to the vein wall. In some areas the pial veins con-
tained so few red cells that only the pial arterial system could
be reconstructed. For identification of descending arterioles
and venules, we selected regions where the pial arteries and
veins were relatively well filled with blood.

The pial veins were not organized into a reticulum as were
the arteries. Instead, they formed a drainage system like a river
watershed, bifurcating into finer and finer tributaries that even-
tually ended at the site of each penetrating venule (Florey
1925; Hakim and Fisher 1957; Gillilan 1974; Duvernoy et al.

1981). The caliber of a pial venous branch often increased
abruptly in size where it was fed by a penetrating venule that
exited from the cortex.

It was possible to identify the sites on the brain surface at
which vessels penetrated into the cortex from the pial arteries
and veins (Fig. 3c). Once all the entry sites were mapped, their
locations were superimposed upon a tangential section in layer
3 (Fig. 3a). Each surface penetration site coincided with a
major vessel profile in layer 3, because blood vessels follow a
radial course as they descend through the cortical layers.
This approach permitted positive identification of each vessel
profile in deeper sections as either a venule or arteriole
(Fig. 3d). The larger vessels at the center of each capillary
plexus proved to be venules. Occasionally, venules were
located adjacent to each other, but usually they were separated
by an intervening arteriole. In this example there were
50 venules in a region measuring 11.4 mm2, indicating that
each microvascular lobule serves 0.22 mm2 of striate cortex.
This is close to the reported value of one CO patch per 0.20
mm2 cortex (Horton 1984).

The smaller vessels forming the perimeter of each micro-
vascular lobule were found to be arterioles by matching with
the pial vasculature. Each arteriole was silhouetted by a pale,
capillary-free zone for a radius of ∼50 μm. This characteristic
feature was identified by Pfeifer (1930) as a “Zirkumvasaler
Kapillarfreier Raum.” It is not clear if he realized that a circum-
vascular capillary free space is a more prominent feature of ar-
terioles than venules. Presumably it occurs around arterioles
because the diffusion of molecules occurs for some distance
with sufficient efficiency that capillaries are unnecessary.

Figure 4a shows a single microvascular lobule, consisting of
a central venule and a wreath of 6 surrounding arterioles. The
majority of red blood cells were concentrated in the central
venule and nearby draining capillaries. The ring formed by the
arterioles had a slightly lower overall density of red cells, due
to the capillary free space around each arteriole. The dark la-
beling of the central venule, and the high concentration of red
blood cells in its immediate vicinity, were responsible for the
punctuate appearance of the peroxidase label in tangential sec-
tions viewed at low power (Fig. 2a).

Figure 4b shows the corresponding penetration sites in pial
vessels used to establish the identity of each blood vessel
profile as either arteriole or venule. Penetrating arterioles
usually arose from small branches running between major ar-
terial trunks or from short, dead-end twigs. There was often a
focal constriction at the origin of a small pial arterial branch,
suggesting the presence of a vascular sphincter (Fig. 4b).

Comparison of Microvascular Lobules and CO Patches
The periodicity of the microvascular lobules was comparable to
the spacing of the CO patches, giving the 2 patterns a strong re-
semblance (compare Fig. 2a and b). To test the exact relationship
between microvascular lobules and CO patches, the latter were
delineated by thresholding CO activity, with the densest third of
pixels defined as patches (Fig. 5a and b). The outlines of the CO
patches were transferred onto the mosaic of microvascular
lobules, using blood vessels for precise alignment. Although the
microvascular lobules and CO patches had a similar periodicity,
by inspection there was no tendency for them to overlap
more often than one would expect by chance (Fig. 5c). The

Figure 1. Vascular perfusion of cortical layers is correlated with neuron density in
macaque striate cortex. Section cut perpendicular to the pial surface viewed under
darkfield illumination provided by 2 planar fiberoptic flares crossed at 90°. Endogenous
peroxidase activity in red blood cells appears golden orange. The strongest vascular signal
is present in layers 2, 4c, and 6; the weakest signal is seen in layers 1, 4b, and 5.
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microvascular lobules, each drained by a large central vein, did
not tend to coincide spatially with the CO patches.

The relationship between the microvascular lobules and
the CO patches was examined quantitatively in 2 ways. First, the
distribution of penetrating vessels was mapped. In each
monkey, the sites of vessels penetrating from the pial vasculature

were plotted over a wide area (Fig. 2a) to categorize vessel pro-
files in layer 3 as either arterioles or venules. In Monkey 1, a
region measuring 55.8 mm2 contained 770 arterioles and 306
venules (2.52:1). There were 242/770 (31.4%) arterioles and
106/306 (34.6%) venules located in CO patches (Fig. 6). This was
not significantly different from the 33.3% proportion expected

Figure 2. The vascular supply of the cerebral cortex is organized into microvascular lobules in the supragranular layers. (a) In Monkey 1 a section cut tangentially to the pial surface
shows a regular, punctuate distribution of DAB label in layer 2/3 of the left operculum corresponding to red blood cells. Boxed regions are analyzed quantitatively in Figs. 3a, 5c, and
6. (b) Adjacent section reacted for CO reveals the patches. The lower portion of the section passes into layer 4, where the microvascular lobules are not present. Note the similar
periodicity of microvascular lobules and CO patches. Boxed region is shown in Fig. 5a.

Figure 3. Identification of venules and arterioles in layer 3 by alignment with the pial vasculature. (a) Small boxed region in Fig. 2a showing blood in the cortical circulation. Larger
vessels are surrounded by a dense capillary plexus, whereas smaller vessels are ringed by a clear zone where capillaries are absent. (b) 150 μm section from the surface of the
cortical block, containing the pial arteries and veins. The veins are larger, but less well filled. (c) Drawing of the arterial (red) and venous (blue) pial circulations, with vessel
penetration sites marked with colored spots. The veins form a drainage system while the arteries are organized into an anastomotic plexus. (d) Penetration sites in (c) superimposed
on the image in (a), to identify arterioles and venules.
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by chance (χ² test two-sided P value = 0.26 for arterioles and
0.63 for venules). In Monkey 2, an area measuring 50.0 mm2

had 526 arterioles and 199 venules (2.64:1). Fewer vessels were
categorized than in Monkey 1, because the pial vasculature was
less completely labeled. There were 179/526 (32.3%) arterioles
and 67/199 venules (31.7%) located in patches (Fig. 6). Again,
the percentage of arterioles and venules located in patches was
not significantly different from 33.3% (P = 0.74 for arterioles and
0.92 for venules).

Second, the distribution of red blood cells with respect to CO
patches was tested. Most of the red cells in the cortex were
located in capillaries. These vessels are difficult to count or
measure because they are very small, numerous, and sectioned
at random angles. To assess the spatial overlap between CO
patches and the whole vascular bed, the grayscale values were
summed for all pixels located within CO patches in a layer 3
DAB section. The total was compared with the sum of grayscale
values for pixels located in interpatches. In Monkey 1, the values
were 29 884 876 (32%) for patches and 64 014 390 (68%) for in-
terpatches. As a control, rotating the patch mosaic by 180° re-
sulted in 34% of pixels in patches and 66% in interpatches. In
Monkey 2, the summed grayscale values were 28 734 359 (33%)
for patches and 58 719 844 (67%) for interpatches. The close
match between the percentages of summed pixel grayscale
values and the patch/interpatch areas (33/67) indicates that red
blood cells were distributed randomly with respect to CO
patches, at least in layer 3. It should be noted that the pixel gray-
scale density value includes contributions from red cells in arter-
ioles, venules, and capillaries. Given that direct counts showed
that arterioles and venules have no predilection for patches
(Fig. 6), one can infer that the capillary bed associated with each
microvascular lobule also lacks any affinity for patches.

If the arterioles were arrayed in a perfect hexagonal lattice,
with a venule in the center of each lobule, the ratio of arter-
ioles/venules would be 2:1. In fact, the vascular microlobules
form a rather irregular, quasi-hexagonal array with a mean
ratio of 2.58 arterioles per venule.

Combining data from the 2 animals, the mean arteriole dia-
meter was 36.0 ± 10.0 μm (n = 421) in patches and 35.2 ± 10.0 μm
(n = 875) in interpatches. The 95% confidence intervals over-
lapped for arteriole size in patches (35.1, 37.0 μm) versus

interpatches (34.5, 35.9 μm). The mean venule diameter was
47.3 ± 15.9 μm (n = 173) in patches and 45.8 ± 15.5 μm (n =
332) in interpatches. The 95% confidence intervals for venule
size in patches (44.9, 49.7 μm) and interpatches (44.1, 47.5
μm) also overlapped.

Combining patches and interpatches, the mean venule dia-
meter (46.4 ± 15.7 μm) was significantly larger than the mean
arteriole diameter (35.5 ± 10.0 μm) (P < 0.0001). On average
there was one major penetrating venule, and hence one micro-
vascular lobule, per 0.21 mm2 cortex. There was one penetrat-
ing arteriole per 0.082 mm2.

Shared Origin of Blood Supply to Patches and
Interpatches
To learn if patches and interpatches share the same blood supply,
the pial arterial circulation was examined over a wide expanse of
cortex (Fig. 7a). The CO patches were labeled in a deeper section
through layer 3 (Fig. 7b). Each surface arteriole penetration site
was matched to a corresponding blood vessel profile in the CO
section. As mentioned earlier, the surface arteries formed a highly
anastomotic plexus. The arterioles that supplied patches were
derived from the same segments of surface arteries that supplied
interpatches (Fig. 7c). There was no evidence for segregated pial
arterial circulations, one for patches and the other for inter-
patches. In this example, 174/502 arterioles supplied patches, a
proportion (34.7%) that did not differ significantly from the distri-
bution (33%) expected by chance (P = 0.63).

Discussion

The primary sensory areas are comprised of koniocortex,
defined by a dense concentration of cells within the inner granu-
lar layer. In the primary visual cortex, this layer—known as 4c—
is perfused by an elaborate capillary bed (Fig. 1) (Bell and Ball
1985; Fonta and Imbert 2002; Weber et al. 2008). Layer 4c is so
heavily vascularized that it can be resolved by high-resolution
functional magnetic resonance imaging (Goense and Logothetis
2006; Goense et al. 2012). Not coincidentally, layer 4c receives
the bulk of the lateral geniculate body’s projection and displays
the highest level of CO activity. In contrast, cell sparse layers
such as 4b and 5, which receive no geniculate input, have a

Figure 4. Single microvascular lobule in layer 3. (a) Boxed region in Fig. 3a showing a central venule (blue circle) surrounded by 6 arterioles (red circles). Mean distance from
arterioles to central venule is 280 μm. There is another venule at the upper right, belonging to an adjacent microvascular lobule. (b) Boxed region in Fig. 3b showing 6 penetration
sites (red circles) from surface pial arterioles wreathing a penetration site (blue) from a pial vein. In the microscope, varying the focus brings the cut edges of each penetration site
into sharper view. Arrows show narrowing of arterioles as they branch from larger trunks, representing potential sphincter sites for control of local blood flow into the cortex.
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relatively meager blood supply. Cell density, thalamic input, and
metabolic activity all correlate with the laminar structure of cor-
tical blood flow (Duret 1874; Dunning and Wolff 1937; Craigie
1945; Lierse 1963; Duvernoy et al. 1981; Hirsch et al. 2012).
However, the coupling is not perfect, because layer 4a has no
counterpart in the microvascular system, despite having robust
CO activity and direct geniculate input.

It has been more difficult to determine if the vascular supply
of the cerebral cortex is specialized with respect to its

columnar architecture, partly because no reliable labeling
method exists to classify radial blood vessel profiles as arter-
ioles or venules. To solve this problem we mapped the dive
down points where blood vessels from the leptomeningeal ar-
teries and veins penetrate the cortex (Fig. 3). These were
matched to individual vessel profiles in layer 3 to establish
their identity. This approach permitted delineation of the cor-
tical microvascular lobules, each consisting of a major venule
draining a capillary plexus that is supplied by a surrounding
ring of arterioles (Duvernoy et al. 1981).

One would expect CO patches to have a greater blood supply
because (1) their neurons have higher average discharge rates,
(2) they receive a direct koniocellular geniculate projection, and
(3) they contain increased levels of metabolic enzymes. This pre-
diction was not borne out by our findings. Although microvascu-
lar lobules and CO patches have a similar periodicity, they have
no tendency to overlap (Fig. 5). With one-third of the surface
area of striate cortex allocated to patches, one-third of the pene-
trating arterioles and venules are located in patches (Fig. 6). If
microvascular lobules had a systematic relationship with CO
patches, the latter would contain a disproportionate fraction of
the arterioles or venules, depending on the phase alignment
between the 2 structures. For example, if microvascular lobules
were centered on CO patches, the majority of large penetrating
veins would be located in patches.

No difference was found in the density or caliber of pene-
trating vessels in patches versus interpatches. It was not
the case that vessels in CO patches had a larger bore, making
them capable of delivering more erythrocytes. Conceivably,
microvascular lobules that overlap with CO patches might be
endowed with a more extensive capillary plexus than those si-
tuated in interpatch zones. To address this point we compared
summed image pixel values for DAB labeling in patches versus
interpatches. This analysis revealed no disproportionate red
blood cell signal coinciding with the CO patches. A potential
weakness of our method is that the distribution of red cells in
the tissue after death might differ from the distribution present
during life. It seems rather unlikely that a systematic transfer of
red cells from patches to interpatches would occur upon death,
although we cannot rule out this possibility.

Figure 5. Relationship between microvascular lobules and CO patches. (a) CO
patches from the boxed region in Fig. 2b. (b) Borders of the CO patches in (a) defined
by thresholding the darkest one-third of pixels, with the blood vessels identified as
either arterioles (red) or venules (blue) from the adjacent section in Fig. 3d. (c) Borders
of the CO patches in (b) superimposed on the microvascular lobules shown in Fig. 3a.
There is no coincidence between the vascular system and the CO patches.

Figure 6. Distribution of venules and arterioles in patches versus interpatches.
Histograms showing percentage of vessels in patches versus interpatches for Monkey
1 (n=1076, darker shading) and Monkey 2 (n=725, lighter shading). CO activity
was divided into 6 density zones of equal area, with the darkest 2 designated as
patches. For each animal, a third of the vessels were located in patches, and the ratio
of arterioles/venules showed no trend across the 6 CO density compartments.
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Two prior studies have addressed the vascularity of CO
patches by measuring blood vessel density in perfused tissue.
Zheng et al. (1991) manually drew the “microvessels” in
CO-stained tangential sections. They reported that the total
length/mm2 was 42% greater in patches than interpatches. A
potential explanation for this finding is that empty capillaries
are more visible, and hence easier to draw, in regions where
background CO staining is dark. When the authors performed
a control analysis by tracing vessel profiles in unstained sec-
tions, the increased vascularity of patches was less evident.

In a recent study, Keller et al. (2011) also found a significant
difference in vascularity between patch and interpatch regions.
The density of small, horizontally coursing vessels, which are
mostly capillaries, was 4.4% greater in patches than in inter-
patches. The disagreement with our findings may reflect our
differing methods. We labeled red cells and simply compared
their optical density in patches versus interpatches. Keller et al.
examined perfused tissue and quantified blood vessels, not
blood cells. CO sections were double-labeled using fluores-
cence immunohistochemistry for collagen to visualize blood
vessels. Thresholded images were skeletonized to yield single-
pixel wide traces of vessels, their lengths were summed, and
then converted to mm vessel/mm3 tissue after compensating

for section thickness. Given such disparate approaches, the
discrepancy between a 4.4% increase in capillary density in
patches (Keller’s result) and no increase (our result) is minor.

Our data are discrepant on another point, which is harder to
dismiss. Keller et al. (2011) reported 17.6% more penetrating
vessels in interpatches than patches. It is puzzling to conceive
of a cortical vascular system comprised of more large vertical
vessels in interpatches but more capillaries in patches. Our
data showed the same density of perpendicular vessels in
patches and interpatches (Fig. 6).

A potential explanation for these conflicting results is that
Keller et al. drew the patch borders by visual inspection. In tan-
gential sections, CO staining is lighter in layer 2 than in layer
3. As a result, when judging by eye the patches appear smaller
in layer 2 (Fig. 8). Duvernoy et al. (1981) identified 5 groups of
penetrating cortical blood vessels. Type 1 vessels descend only
to layer 2. These vessels are small and difficult to inject with
gelatin, hence Duvernoy did not hazard a guess as to the frac-
tion they represent. Nonetheless, it is clear that small penetrat-
ing vessel profiles are more abundant in layer 2 than layer 3
(Fig. 8). Consequently, if more tissue is allocated to inter-
patches in layer 2 than in layer 3, measurements will yield: (1)
a higher vessel density in interpatches and (2) a skew towards
smaller vessel diameters in interpatches. Both these results
were reported (see Fig. 4, Keller et al. 2011).

Much of the brain’s vascular system forms during fetal life,
but considerable elaboration and remodeling of vessels occur
during postnatal life (Harb et al. 2013). In the macaque, CO

Figure 8. Differences between layer 2 and layer 3 can affect measurement of blood
vessel density and size. Thresholded CO-stained section of monkey visual cortex (after
Fig. 1, Keller et al. 2011, p. 1248) showing blood vessels as small black dots. Their
overall density is 27.4 vessels/mm2, near to Keller’s reported value of 28.2 vessels/
mm2. Vessel density is greater in layer 2 (30.1 vessels/mm2) than in layer 3 (23.6
vessels/mm2). CO staining is also lighter in layer 2 than in layer 3 (within dashed lines).
Consequently, one tends to draw smaller patches (grey shading) in layer 2 than in layer
3. Delineating smaller patches in layer 2, a layer with a higher density of small blood
vessels, skews the interpatch/patch ratio of blood vessels in the whole-tissue section.
In this example there are 28.2 vessels/mm2 in interpatches and 23.9 vessels/mm2 in
patches, replicating the 1.18:1 ratio reported by Keller et al. (2011).

Figure 7. United arterial supply to patches and interpatches. (a) Pial arterial vessels in
Monkey 2, from a region where the surface veins were not filled. (b) CO patches in
layer 3 from the same region. (c) Drawing of the surface vessels superimposed on the
thresholded CO patches, marking each arteriole penetration site (dark spots). The pial
arteries form a highly anastomotic system, with patches and interpatches supplied by
shared portions of the vascular reticulum.
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patches, ocular dominance columns, and orientation columns
develop in utero (Wiesel and Hubel 1974; Horton 1984;
Horton and Hocking 1996), but refinement continues during a
critical period of cortical plasticity after birth. Therefore, cor-
tical columns and blood vessels overlap in their developmental
timetable. One cannot attribute the lack of a relationship to a
mismatch in the timing of their maturation.

The rodent barrelfield is another area where the relationship
between blood supply and functional architecture has been
examined. Endovascular casts have shown a separate tuft of ca-
pillaries supplying each whisker barrel, implying a specialized
vasculature (Cox et al. 1993; Woolsey et al. 1996). In addition,
perturbed sensory experience through whisker manipulation
has been shown to alter capillary density in barrels (Whiteus
et al. 2014). Given that barrels contain cell dense and cell
sparse zones, as do the cortical layers, it would not be a sur-
prise to find associated fluctuations in local capillary density.
However, a recent study has challenged the idea that barrels
have a richer capillary supply (Blinder et al. 2013). In passing
we note that a whisker barrel should probably not be regarded
as a cortical column. It is more accurately described as an
isomorphic representation of a peripheral organ, in this case, a
cylindrical whisker follicle. In other words, barrels represent a
form of somatotopic organization rather than columnar organ-
ization (Horton and Adams 2005).

It is possible to image microvascular lobules in animals
using a contrast agent in conjunction with high magnetic field
time-of-flight microangiography (Harel et al. 2010). A correl-
ation between microvascular lobules and cortical columns
would provide a useful tool for probing neural function with
magnetic resonance imaging. Unfortunately, our data do not
support such a correlation (Fig. 6). Moreover, penetrating ar-
terioles are fed by a richly anastomotic system of surface
vessels that does not discriminate between patches and inter-
patches (Fig. 7). However, Gardner’s proposal for functional
organization of the cortical vasculature is still tenable, if flow
through penetrating arterioles is regulated by sphincters. We
often observed focal constriction of the blood column in small
pial branches (Fig. 4), as reported by others (Florey 1925;
Rowbotham and Little 1962; Duvernoy et al. 1981; Harrison
et al. 2002; Gordon et al. 2007; but see Weber et al. 2008).
These putative sphincters appear to be innervated by the auto-
nomic nervous system, potentially allowing neurogenic regula-
tion of blood flow through individual penetrating arterioles
(Baramidze et al. 1982, 1992). This feature could explain why
cortical columns can be resolved with fMRI, despite the lack of
any “hard-plumbed” relationship between columns and
vessels. Presumably, activation of neurons in columns tuned to
a particular stimulus leads to dilation of the sphincters control-
ling flow to individual penetrating arterioles (Peppiatt et al.
2006; Fernandez-Klett et al. 2010). The pial venous system, on
the other hand, is not regulated by sphincters. The conver-
gence of blood flow (Fig. 3c) would account for the presence
of stimulus-specific signals in large surface veins (Boynton
2005; Shmuel et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2013).

How do neurons in CO patches sustain a 49% higher mean
firing rate without a richer microcirculation? Perhaps in CO
patches the rate of capillary blood flow is slightly faster or
the oxygen extraction ratio is higher. It would be interesting
to estimate how much these parameters would need to
increase to satisfy the greater metabolic requirements of CO
patches.
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